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Senator the Hon. Matthew Canavan: asked the Airservices Australia on 12
February 2024—

Senator CANAVAN: I don't know exactly what the metric should be. I would have
thought there would be some measure here that you benchmark and say, 'This many
people for this amount of time were impacted previously, and now because of what
we've done we've achieved a reduction in X amount.'
Mr Curran: Perhaps to convert these into percentages might be more meaningful for
committee members. The data I have to share with you today is the total minutes it
has been available that we've used SODPROPS- the change that I was talking about-
which was 27,132 for the second half of last calendar year. Those are the sort of
meaningful metrics that we can give to communities. We can also give those by time
of day-daytime, evening and nighttime. And typically when we find and engage with
communities there are more sensitive hours obviously than others. They are very
interested in those kinds of details as well. We do publish this data on our website on
a quarterly basis.
Senator CANAVAN: Are you saying 27,000 hours you've used these SODPROPS?
Mr Curran: Yes.
Senator CANAVAN: Am I right to say those 27 hours previously-that's over a year, is
it?
Mr Curran: It's over six months from June to December 2023.
Senator CANAVAN: If without the use of these SODPROPS, would those 27,000
hours have been flying over people's houses?
Mr Curran: I don't think we can just draw that straight conclusion. We have had
SODPROPS in use. We've sought to use it more, and so there's probably another level
of detail we would need to provide you on notice.
Senator CANAVAN: I am trying to assess what we have done or the impact. That
doesn't work either. Maybe you can take that on notice. Can we get an estimate of
what has been the impact of the changes on people living in Brisbane?
[...]
Senator CANAVAN: You said you used SODPROPS before. [...] What was it for the
six months for the second half of 2022?
Mr Curran: I would have to take that on notice.
Senator CANAVAN: Can you get me going back to 2019, before COVID. Once we
get too far back we will start getting into the COVID period. Can you get me the last
six months of 2019 and going forward?
Mr Curran: I can't go earlier than the runway opening, which was in July 2020,
because we weren't using that mode of operation. I can go back to the runway opening
in July 2020.



ACTING CHAIR (Senator Canavan) : Yes, okay, because it's still coming up as an
issue, that's all.


